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The ancestors who followed her were even more tearful, and finally waited for this moment.

Before, Levi Garrison gave Levilia the choice, either to continue to practice what was taught by a few
ancestors, or to practice his basic exercises.

But in the end Levilia chose his own way.

She wants to create her own way!

Don’t take the path specified by anyone!

To create your own practice!

During this time, Levilia traveled through the most dangerous places in the world to temper himself.

How many times has this kid almost lost his life.

But she really went out of her own way!
Combining nine natural elements with the unique martial arts of the East, he creates a martial art that
destroys the world and destroys the earth.

She manipulates the natural elements differently from those superpowers.

It’s not a class at all!

Now Levilia is considered to be a small success, but it is enough to kill the Quartet.

“It’s ridiculous! So many of you want a child to guard!”

Mr. X sneered.

Although Levilia’s appearance shocked everyone.

But the powerhouses in the kingdom of God did not put the king in their eyes at all.

“Take her down!”

Mr. X gave an order.

A dwarf strange creature next to it called Kill Xiang Levilia!

Just now, this dwarf alien even injured the god of underworld, god of wind and others.

“Boom!!!”

But the next scene is shocking.

Levilia displayed his own exercises, using the elements of heaven and earth, and a majestic force in the
air blasted from side to side.

It actually squashed this dwarf alien from both sides.

There was only a scream from the dwarf alien.

Finally hang up!

This is Levilia’s technique!

According to Levilia’s vision, when she practiced to the extreme, everything in the world could be used
by her.

Become a part of her practice!

It is so big that the thunder billows for her use, and it is so small that the vibration energy of mosquitoes
and butterflies inciting wings can be used…

Therefore, the current king is as powerful as a god!

When faced with the general powerhouse in the Lab of the Gods, it is directly a spike!

Shock!

The coalition forces began to cheer.

Levilia is the first person who can kill the powerhouse of the kingdom of God alone!

This is tantamount to injecting a powerful heart booster into everyone!

First Ye Zhantian’s sacrifice, and then Levilia’s single kill, for a time, the morale of the coalition forces
was greatly boosted.

They showed a terrible state one after another.

